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According to many surveys, the Indian subcontinent has more variety in Indian food compared to
whole of Europe come up with. This is because of India extraordinary ability to assimilate foreign
things and convey something new in internet marketing. However, the food item pizza is
comparatively a brand new food in India which was introduced in 1994, after the Indian economy
started opening, there are numbering of Indian recipes are brought to the abroad. These food types
was thus successful in accommodating Arab, Persian, Mongol, Chinese as well as other culinary
traditions and therefore grew out into a collage.

There is no such thing as a single Indian cuisine. Most parts of India have their own tradition of food,
although they could be grouped into four main categories. Those are South, North, East and West
Indian cooking styles. There's one unique style in Indian cooking, many of these cooking styles are
using same ingredients. Wheat is the staple constituent of many North side foods, while rice is the
thing in Southern and Eastern food.

Most people believe that you can't possibly eat Indian food, if you are on the slimming diet. That's a
fair statement if you always eat in Indian restaurant surrey, because many traditional Indian recipes
involve either deep frying or the use of ghee (clarified butter). However, if you cook Indian food in
your own home, it may easily from a part of a weight loss regime, just the same every other food.
You need to simply follow a few simple general rules.

However As it is termed that chinese food cannot be ignored when it comes to the main topic of
cuisine for the simple reason that it is the most popular ethnic cuisine available. Whilst many believe
prawn crackers and fortune cookies are authentic Chinese food, they're misguided. Chinese cuisine
is vast; every region in China features its own speciality dish making each dish unique and different
in the others. However, for true authentic Chinese food, some basic principles need to be followed
to make sure it is traditional Chinese that you are eating.

Then, there comes the question pf the primary dish in a traditional Chinese meal. Well the answer is
starch, unlike other western countries where the main dish is meat based. In southern china this diet
mainly includes rice. However, in northern China this is not the case. Their diet includes wheat flour
noodles or a steamed bun as the main dish and side dishes consist of meat - namely beef, pork or
chicken. Other part dishes include cooked vegetable, fish and soup. Where in western countries
soup is served like a starter, in China soup or rice is served at the end of the meal.

When sitting down for an authentic Chinese meal in some Chinese restaurant surrey, chopsticks will
always be used associated with an individual bowl of noodles or rice. The rest of your dishes are
then placed in the centre of the table and shared amongst everyone. Chinese tradition is to
consume quickly the plate making use of your chopsticks - not serving yourself an individual portion.
This is one reason why Chinese food when served is in small pieces as this makes it easy to pick up
off the plate using the chopsticks. Another tradition of the Chinese meal would be to serve tea as
opposed to sodas.

For Chinese or Indian restaurant Surrey log on to: http://www.surreypenang.co.uk
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